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   Pacific Sports, a subsidiary of Pacific International 
Taekwondo, was created by Grandmaster Trevor Dicks 
(9th Dan) and Master Instructor Margaret Dicks (6th Dan) 
with a desire to share the meaningful benefits that 
they have personally gained from martial arts.

   Pacific Sports has over the years become a 
trusted supplier of martial arts uniforms, protective 
and training gear, to schools of Taekwondo, Karate, 
Jiu Jitsu, Muay Thai, Kickboxing, and Mixed Martial 
Arts, along with supplying apparel to gyms and 
fitness centres, all over Australia.



Master Trevor Dicks 
breaking tiles at a 
demonstration in 1978

Grandmaster C.C.Rhee 
congratulating Master 
Trevor Dicks in 1977

Master Trevor Dicks 
executing a flying side kick 
with Master G.Moulden in 
1976

Master Trevor Dicks 
demonstrating at Brisbane 
Warana Festival in 1984 Grandmaster Trevor Dicks with Instructors of 

Pacific International Taekwondo

Grandmaster Trevor Dicks and Master Instructor Margaret Dicks with their students 
of Pacific International Taekwondo
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Tracksuit for Adults Unisex Polyester Corporate

AUD $115.00
Product Code: PSATT

* Tracksuit for Adults 
Unisex Polyester 
Corporate
* 100% polyester
* For men or women
* Perfect for sporting 
activities or corporate 
team wear
* Hard wearing
* Comfortable to wear
* Jacket with stand up 
collar for extra comfort
* Loose comfy fit across 
the chest provides room 
for warm sweatshirt 
underneath if needed
* Elastic cuffs at wrist
* Contrast insert down 
each sleeve
* Trouser with mesh 
lining
* Straight hem with 
toggle
* Elasticated waistband 
with inner drawstring
* Contrast insert down 
each leg
* Full front zip
* Zipped 2 side pockets
* Zipped leg opening
* Can be embroidered 
with personal design
* Available sizes: XS, M, 
L, 2XS. See size chart for 
your size
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Women's Compression Top

AUD $40.00
Product Code: CMP23

* All-purpose rashguard/compression top
* Wear as training wear as is or can be worn under a gi
* Provides a moderate amount of compression
* Keeps muscles warm, wicks away sweat, and aids in faster recovery after training
* Protects skin from rubbing, grazes and from any unhygienic sweaty skin-to-skin contact
* Lightweight, breathable and flexible
* Snug, comfortable fit
* 85% polyester, 15% lycra fabric provides a full range of movement
* Not see-through when stretched
* Flatlock stitching makes for comfort
* Protect skin from chafing and irritation
* Perspiration wicking
* A fully sublimated design won’t fade
* Available sizes: S, M, L, XL. See size chart for your size.

FRONT

BACK
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Stylish Black Pants with Double Red Stripe

AUD $34.50
Product Code: KBP

* Stylish black kickboxing / MMA pants
* Double red stripe down the outside edge of each leg
* Made from Polyester Silk
* Lightweight and comfortable to wear
* Designed for a great fit, good look and comfort for training
* 10cms elasticated waistband with a drawstring for a secure and stylish fit
* Sizes Available: M, L, XL. See size chart for your size
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Women's Spats Compression Tights

AUD $55.00
Product Code: CMP22

* All-purpose spats/
compression tights
* 85% polyester, 15% lycra 
fabric
* Wear as training tights as 
they are or wear under gi 
pants or shorts
* Provides a moderate amount 
of compression
* Keeps muscles warm, wicks 
away sweat
* Not see-through when 
stretched
* Flatlock stitching makes for 
comfort
* A fully sublimated design 
won’t fade
* Available sizes: S, M, L, XL. 
See size chart for your size
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Polyester / Spandex Cross Fit Short Sleeves

AUD $33.35
Product Code: PSR571

* For almost any activity, crossfit, running, MMA, BJJ, surfing and cycling

* Fabric: 85%polyester, 15% Spandex, controls moisture

* Comfortable and durable, stands up to constant contact and friction

* Moderate compression provides freedom of movement and improves blood circulation

* Provides protection from mat burn and skin scrapes and keeps you germ/infection free

* Sublimated design does not peel or fade

* Reinforced flatlock stitching for durability

* Slightly elongated design and silicone banding at the waist prevents rollup during 
training

* Available Sizes: S, M, L, XL. See size chart for your size

FRONT BACK
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Polyester / Spandex Black-Blue Short Sleeves

AUD $33.35
Product Code: PSR572

* Short Sleeve Rash Guard

* For almost any activity, crossfit, running, MMA, BJJ, surfing and cycling

* Fabric: 85%polyester, 15% Spandex, controls moisture

* Comfortable and durable, stands up to constant contact and friction

* Moderate compression provides freedom of movement and improves blood circulation

* Provides protection from mat burn and skin scrapes and keeps you germ/infection free

* Sublimated design does not peel or fade

* Reinforced flatlock stitching for durability

* Slightly elongated design and silicone banding at the waist prevents rollup during 
training

* Available Sizes: S, M, L, XL. See size chart for your size

FRONT BACK
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Polyester / Spandex Rash Guard - Flexible Fit

AUD $34.50
Product Code:
PSPSRG

* Made in polyester and spandex blend
* Lightweight, super-comfortable and hard-wearing
* Top quality anti-pill fabric
* Flatlock reinforced stitching
* Rubber grip in the bottom hem prevents the top from sliding around and rolling up
* Permanent sublimated design will not wash off
* Easy care, quick-drying and durable
* Designed to fit every body shape comfortably
* Keeps body dry and muscles warm
* Available sizes: M, L, XL. See size chart for your size
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Rash Guard - Long Sleeves

AUD $34.50
Product Code: RSHLS

* Rash Guard - Long Sleeves 
* 80% polyester, 20% spandex
* Manufactured in a soft, super comfortable and resilient fabric
* Wicks away sweat to help you stay dry
* Antimicrobial technology inhibits the growth of bacteria and fungi
* Made with stronger, flexible and comfortable seams
* Designed to guard against cuts, scrapes, rashes
* Keeps body dry and muscles warm
* Available sizes: M, L. See size chart for your size
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Cross Fit Shorts for all types of tough training

AUD $23.00
Product Code: CTS

* Designed to fit comfortably with or without compression wear underneath
* Made from lightweight quick-dry breathable fabric
* Fabric will not go slick with sweat or stick to the skin
* Triple lock, flat stitching for no chaffing and long lasting performance
* Velcro front fly closure with internal drawstring
* Anti-bacterial, Anti-fungal, Anti-pilling and Anti-static
* Sizes Available: S, M, L, XL. See the size chart for your size

* Super comfortable

* Generous 15cms 
side splits

* Excellent freedom 
of movement

* Ideal for squats, 
grappling, high kicks 
and deadlifts
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Polyester Silk - Red with double Black Stripe

AUD $23.00
Product Code: SKBS

* Made from Polyester Silk

* Red with double black stripe around waistband and down the sides

* 10cms elasticated waistband with a drawstring for a secure and stylish fit

* Lightweight and comfortable to wear

* Designed for a great fit, good look and ease of movement for training

* Sizes Available: L. See the size chart for your size
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Polyester Satin - Blue with "Shark" lettering

AUD $28.75
Product Code: BSTKBS

* Fitness / Gym Shorts

* 100% top quality Blue polyester satin with "Shark" 
lettering

* 10cms elastic waistband with inner drawstring for a secure 
fit

* Wide leg with reinforced side splits provides freedom of 
movement

* White stretch mesh at sides for extra flexibility

* Well made and easy care, can be light machine washed or 
hand washed

* Available Sizes: M, L, XL. See size chart for your size
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Black Polyester Satin - "No Fear" Lettering

AUD $28.75
Product Code: BNFKBS

* 100% top quality Polyester Satin

* 10cms elastic waistband with inner drawstring for a secure fit

* Wide leg with reinforced side splits provides freedom of movement

* No Fear design in front

* Super comfortable, practical and looks great

* Well made and easy care, can be light machine-washed or hand-washed

* Sizes Available: S, M, L, XL. See the size chart for your size
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Polyester Satin - Red, White and Blue Stripe

AUD $23.00
Product Code: LWKBS

* Stylish fitness / gym shorts

* Red, white and blue stripe design

* Made from 100% Polyester Satin fabric

* Fabric is lightweight and comfortable to wear

* Designed for a great fit, good look and comfort for training

* 10cms elasticated waistband with a drawstring for a secure and stylish fit

* Sizes Available: S, M, L, XL. See the size chart for your size
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Polyster - Comfortable Shorts

AUD $33.35
Product Code: PSM373

* Fitness / Gym shorts
* Comfortable fit
* 4-way stretch, 100% polyester
* Perfect workout shorts for running, crossfit, boxing etc.
* Hard-wearing and super-comfortable
* Pocket, inside on left side for mouthguard, keys etc.
* Styled to deliver full range of motion
* Designed with side splits for added mobility when kicking
* Secure strong fit-waistband with inner drawstring plus 
improved Velcro closure
* Easy-care – fast drying and tear resistant
* Inner drawstring allows shorts to be pulled in at the waist
* Available sizes: S, M, L, XL. See size chart for your size
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Polyester - Perfect Workout Shorts

AUD $33.35
Product Code: PSM371

* Fitness / Gym shorts
* Perfect workout shorts for running, crossfit, boxing etc.
* 100% polyester, hard-wearing lightweight micro fabric 
* Pocket, inside on left side for mouthguard, keys etc.
* Styled to be comfortable and deliver full range of motion
* Designed with side splits and lycra stretch flex panel for 
added mobility when kicking
* Secure strong fit-waistband with inner drawstring plus 
improved Velcro closure
* Easy-care – fast drying and tear resistant
* Available sizes: S, M, L, XL. See size chart for your size 



Polyester - 4-way Stretch Shorts

AUD $33.35
Product Code: PSM374

* Fitness / Gym Shorts
* 4-way stretch, 100% polyester
* Perfect workout shorts for running, crossfit, boxing etc.
* Hard-wearing and super-comfortable
* Pocket, inside on left side, for mouthguard, keys etc.
* Styled to deliver full range of motion
* Designed with side splits for added mobility when kicking
* Secure strong fit - waistband with inner drawstring plus 
improved Velcro closure
* Easy-care – fast drying and tear resistant
* All measurements in cms
* Inner drawstring allows shorts to be pulled in at the waist
* Available Sizes: S, M, L, XL. See size chart for your size.
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Women's Compression Wear Size Chart

PACIFIC SPORTS
Office:

11 Walsham Street, Bray Park, 
Brisbane, QLD 4500, Australia

Phone:
+61 415383635

Emails:
info@pacific-sports.com

info@pacificsports.com.au

Websites:
https://pacific-sports.com

https://pacificsports.com.au
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Shorts Size Chart

FITNESS / GYM CLOTHES SIZE CHART

S = Small   M = Medium   L = Large   XL = Extra Large

* Size Chart same for all designs
* Size is measured in Centimetres
* Waist is total all around waist, before stretching. Can add 6 cms when stretched
* Length is length from waist to bottom edge
* Width is across front of leg at bottom edge

Pants Size Chart
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Rash Guard Size Chart
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